
You Love Building Bridges?

Between Challenges and Solutions? 

Between Doers and Skeptics? 

(Senior) Project Manager and

Consultant Data Management (all

genders)



Parsionate advises companies, unlocks their potential and works with them to invent entirely

new solutions – all on the basis of data and what it has to o�er. We call this data leadership.

We leverage our expertise to focus on the bene�ts and successes we generate for our

customers and partners, which is exactly why Parsionate works end-to-end: we are by our

customers’ side from strategy development to full technological implementation. All this is

what our more than 200 experts are working on at our Parsionate locations across Europe.

Why not join the team?

What you can expect:

You take responsibility for the

management of projects in the

context of data & analytics, such

as MDM or PIM

You ensure project success and

the resulting bene�ts for our

customers are in line with project

goals and expectations

You bring your passion to the

planning, controlling and

monitoring of projects and

coordinate existing dependencies

You are responsible for proactive

project communication with

customer and internal

stakeholders up to C-level and

con�dently communicate even on

challenging topics

You contribute your expertise in

active risk management and the

establishment of risk avoidance

strategies

You are responsible for resource

management in the project and

also involve external partners and

experts as required

You are pro�cient in agile and

classic project methods,

coordinate the appropriate ones

for the project with the customer

and ensure compliance with them

Your skillset:

You have several years of

professional experience in the

management and consulting of IT

projects, ideally in the �eld of data

and analytics 

You have knowledge in agile and

classic project management and

top that with a certi�cation

You would like to bring your

experience in managing complete

IT project cycles, preferably in the

context of the introduction of

standard software solutions for

MDM, to parsionate

With your strong personality and

your distinctive understanding of

technology, you are a con�dent

presence

Your good presentation and

organizational skills as well as

structured work and proactive

problem solving are your

strengths

A high sense of quality and

responsibility is a matter of course

for you

Travel within Europe is not a

showstopper for you

You speak German and English

�uently



You use your technical expertise in

Master Data Management (MDM)

in consulting our customers, in the

moderation of workshops on

requirements management and in

conceptual designs

parsionate GmbH

Helen Roth

Motorstraße 25

70499 Stuttgart

working@parsionate.com

Jetzt Bewerben

https://parsionate-gmbh.onlyfy.jobs/apply/0fyn0k6xi8fldewo0zlqdv4tvkdgy4m

